HEART AND LUNG COMPLICATIONS

radiation in pregnant women (Gaitini, 2007). Ventilation perfusion
lung scan is useful only in patients with normal chest radiographs
and is typically used when computed tomography angiography is
contraindicated or inconclusive (Thompson & Kabrhel, 2017)
The Wells criteria is a scoring system used to determine the
risk of PE or DVT before radiologic testing is done (see Table 1),
and to determine subsequent treatment or follow-up imaging. A
trial of 501 patients (78 with cancer) was conducted in Canada
from 1994–1996 to determine the need for serial ultrasound testing of patients suspected of having DVT. Patients with a Wells
score greater than 3 were at a high risk for DVT, whereas patients
with a score of 0 had a low likelihood of DVT (Wells et al., 1997).
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Prevention and Treatment Strategies
Prevention of VTE is essential for patients at risk for thrombosis.
A heightened awareness of VTE prevention has occurred and many
standards of care for VTE prevention have been implemented. Figure
5 presents several of the available strategies for VTE prevention.
Anticoagulation medications, such as LMWH, warfarin, and
fondaparinux, can be used to prevent VTE (Kearon et al., 2012).
Patients with MM who take IMiDs should take anticoagulation medication to prevent VTE. The use of oral anticoagulants, such as dabigatran, rivaroxaban, and apixaban, is controversial for VTE prevention
in malignancy and is currently under investigation (Streiff et al., 2016).
TABLE 1.

WELLS CRITERIA FOR THROMBOSIS RISK
VARIABLE

SCORE

Active cancer (treated within six months or palliative)

1

Paralysis, paresis, or recent plaster immobilization of lower extremities

1

Recently bedridden for more than three days or major surgery
within 12 weeks

1

Localized tenderness along the distribution of the deep venous
system

1

Entire leg swollen

1

Calf swelling greater than 3 cm when compared with asymptomatic
leg (measured at 10 cm below tibial tuberosity)

1

Pitting edema

1

Collateral superficial veins

1

Alternative diagnosis as likely or greater than that of deep vein
thrombosis

–2

Note. Total score of 0 indicates low risk, a score of 1–2 indicates moderate risk, and a
score of 3 or higher indicates high risk.
Note. From “Value of Assessment of Pretest Probability of Deep-Vein Thrombosis in
Clinical Managment,” by P.S. Wells, D.R. Anderson, J. Bormanis, F. Guy, M. Mitchell, L.
Gray, . . . B. Lewandowski, 1997, The Lancet, 350, p. 1,797. Copyright 2017 by Elsevier
Limited. Reprinted with permission.

Exercise regimen to increase mobility and prevent stasis
Compression stockings and devices
Weight control
Dehydration prevention
Cardiac management
Aspirin/anticoagulation prophylaxis for long car rides or airplane flights,
pregnancy, and surgery
Aspirin/anticoagulation while taking immunomodulatory drugs
Avoidance of medications that increase the risk of venous thromboembolism (oral contraceptives, erythropoietin)

Note. Based on information from Bates et al., 2012; Elias et al., 2016; Moheimani &
Jackson, 2011; Rome et al., 2008.

Source: Noonan et al. Clin J Oncol Nurs. 2017 Oct 1;21(5):37-46.
The treatment of VTE is changing, with many options now
available for patients. In the setting of acute VTE, LMWH and
unfractionated heparin (UFH) should be considered. Oral anticoagulation with medications, such as warfarin, can be used in the
patient with MM but should be used with LMWH (enoxaparin,
dalteparin), UFH, or fondaparinux until the international normalized ratio is in a therapeutic range that is within the range of
2–3 (normal range is 0.9–1.3). Direct oral anticoagulant (DOAC)
medications are not well established for VTE in malignancy and
are currently under investigation (ClinicalTrials.gov, 2014; Streff
et al., 2016). Rivaroxaban has been studied in a large, randomized clinical trial of patients with symptomatic VTE, and could
be considered for long-term anticoagulation of patients with MM
(Einstein Investigators, 2010). Dabigatran is a IIa (thrombin) inhibitor and rivaroxaban and apixaban are Xa inhibitors. Patients
often prefer the new oral agents because laboratory monitoring
and dietary restriction are not necessary. However, a drawback
to the new oral anticoagulants is their long half-life compared
to heparin or LMWH, which can lead to prolonged uncontrolled
bleeding (Babilonia & Trujillo, 2014). No commercially available
medications are available to reverse the anticoagulation effects
of the new oral anticoagulants, although activated prothrombin
complex concentrate medications have shown promise in initial
studies (Awad & Cocchio, 2013). Table 2 reviews anticoagulation
medications used to treat or prevent VTE.
Anticoagulation medication should continue while patients
with MM are treated with IMiDs, such as lenalidomide, thalidomide, or pomalidomide (Lyman et al., 2015; Palumbo et al., 2008).
Patients should be prescribed anticoagulation for six months and
then reevaluated for risk of recurrent VTE and/or bleeding (Lyman
et al., 2015). Patients with MM and VTE should be monitored by
an anticoagulation service if they receive warfarin or are seen by
a vascular medicine specialist, as indicated. Blood monitoring is
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